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RUNOTTAWA.CAREGISTRATION OPENS SEPTEMBER 1!

Congratulations to all of the finishers at the 2018 Tamarack Ottawa Race Weekend.  
To everyone who ran, cheered, volunteered, and to all of our sponsors and partners, 

thank you for making this such an incredible weekend. SEE YOU IN 2019!

THANK YOU!

http://www.runottawa.ca/


How the General Manager of  
MedReleaf’s recreational business 
uses Avidekel to achieve his  
personal best

A D V E R T O R I A L

I take a CBD  
capsule everyday 
—it helps me  
achieve my goals.”

“

The tattoo on Darren Karasiuk’s left calf is instantly recogniz-
able as the Ironman logo. At 46, Karasiuk is at the centre of 

the storm of the oncoming cannabis legalization craze, and when 
he isn’t managing the constant change of the country’s hottest in-
dustry, the MedReleaf exec swims, bikes and runs to keep himself 
sharp. He’s completed a number of ultras, including the 125K Ca-
nadian Death Race  and the Marathon des Sable, a self-supported, 
251K effort in the Sahara Desert. He’s run marathons from To-
ronto to the Great Wall of China and knocked off a number of 
Ironman and Ironman 70.3 races over the last 15 years.  

And he represents a growing segment of cannabis consumer. 
Karasiuk uses the company’s Avidekel CBD capsules to help 

him recover and perform. “It has this incredible ability to deal with 
inflammation that helps me train harder and come back strong the 
next day—it really aids recovery,” Karasiuk said the other day on 
a run in Toronto, across the Martin Goodman Trail. “CBD has 
no psychoactive properties, and now that the World Anti-Doping 
Agency just removed CBD from its banned list of substances, I sus-
pect many other endurance athletes and runners will experiment 
with CBD like our Avidekel and Trutiva strains which, notably, you 
don’t have to smoke.”

While MedReleaf’s CBD strains work for Karasiuk, there is im-
mense value in THC, too. “Several years ago—well before there 
was a  cannabis industry like we know it now—I heard of ultra 
runners using cannabis for pain relief, consuming cannabis in the 
middle of a 100 miler through the mountains to take the edge off 
the pain that comes from those type of races.”

Karasiuk, currently ramping up for Ironman 70.3 Muskoka, is 
part of the first wave of cannabis executives who turn marijuana 
stereotypes on their head. Recognizing the potential benefits of 
cannabis to runners and triathletes alike, MedReleaf has taken the 
message to the athletic community with sponsorship and informa-

tional booths at the Calgary and Toronto marathons. This year they’re 
also hosting the recovery zone at the Ironman 70.3 Muskoka. “Canna-
bis can play a huge role in recovery so it’s a perfect fit.”

Running across the MGT, Ironman tattoo flexing in the sun, Kara-
siuk says that the intersection between running and cannabis is about to 
explode. “We have a lot of athletes coming to us realizing that not all 
cannabis is about getting high—these are men and women who want 
an edge, want to compete, or for middle-aged, mid-pack age groupers 
like me, just want to feel better,” he says, adding: “The plant has been so 
misunderstood for so long, we have an obligation to get out and inform 
adult Canadians about the facts of cannabis.”

But not all cannabis is created equal, Karasiuk warns. “MedReleaf 
is known as the Medical Grade Standard. We have a host of interna-
tional accreditations—like GMP and ISO certifications—to back up 
these claims. On top of that, we have more PhDs and scientists on staff 
than anyone in the industry. They work all day, every day, to harness 

THE BRIDGE IS OVER: Darren Karasiuk on the precipice of the last days of a 95 
year prohibition. 
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the potential of cannabis for an incredible range of therapeutic needs, 
including those of runners and athletes of all stripes.”

The proof is in the results. “We’ve won more awards than any li-
censed producer, including Licenced Producer of the Year,” Karasiuk 
says. “We have many loyal customers now simply based on our top 
quality and I think when legalization comes, consumers—athlete or not 
—will find us easy to choose.” 

Karasiuk knows all about making smart choices, having to con-
sciously make time for training amidst a chaotic work schedule. After 15 
years of participation in endurance races around the world, he says that 
by making time for his workouts, he finds that he has more energy, not 
less. And that the secret to his stamina, both in sport and in business, is 
that he doesn’t deny himself the thrill of competing and pushing himself 
to the edge.  

 “I remember when I did the Death Race through the Rockies, and 
it’s the middle of the night and you’re in a world of hurt and hallucinat-

ing, but it gets you going—you just feel alive,” he says. “The other 
fact is that I’m not getting any younger. I have to keep up with the 
young ones out there, and endurance sports gives me an edge, not to 
mention it’s a lot of fun.” 

Hard work. Big business. And a brutal training regimen, all while 
raising his 12-year-old son with his wife and being on the front line 
of cannabis legalization that will mark the end of a 95-year prohibi-
tion. Karasiuk says he’s on the right side of history. A side that he’s 
ready for, whatever the cost, thanks to his Avidekel CBD capsules 
and a will to compete. 

“I use our product and I love what I’m doing,” he says. “I love 
my job. We’re in the first 100-metres of a marathon in terms of 
informing people all they need to know about this vastly misun-
derstood plant.” 

For more information on MedReleaf, see MedReleaf.com. 

https://medreleaf.com/


Everything  
You Ever  
Wanted to  
Know About  
Marijuana  
and Running, 
But Were  
Afraid to Ask

As marijuana  
legalization in  
the recreational 
market  
approaches,  
we listen to  
the country’s  
best minds  
about what that 
might mean  
to society—  
and what it  
might mean  
to our sport 
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THE PANEL

REJEAN CHIASSON  

is one of Canada’s 

premiere marathon 

runners, a new dad,  

and a cannabis smoker 

ANDRÉ PICARD  

is the health editor  

and columnist at the 

Globe & Mail, and  

author of five books

JOSHUA OSTROFF  

is a former senior 

producer at Lift & Co., 

the brand behind the 

country’s largest cannabis 

expos, and is an expert  

on product, strains,  

policy and law 

STEPHANIE LAKE 

of the Pierre Elliott 

Trudeau Foundation 

is a marathon runner 

investigating how the 

legalization of cannabis 

might help the opioid 

crisis; she’s a doctoral 

student at the University 

of British Columbia
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CBD interacts 
with serotonin 
and vanilloid 

receptors in the 
brain, which 

affect mood and 
the perception 

of pain. 

$1 BILLION
Annual revenue 

estimated in 2020 
from sales of  

CBD generated  
from hemp 

Quebec has the 
lowest cannabis 

prices at 

$5.86 
a gram while the 
territories charge 

the most at  
$9.51

 STEPHANIE LAKE  Marijuana (or cannabis) generally refers to preparations derived 
from the Cannabis sativa plant. In its natural plant form, cannabis contains a number 
of compounds called cannabinoids that bind to the body’s natural endocannabinoid 
receptors to produce different effects. The most notable cannabinoids are tetrahy-
drocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD). THC is largely responsible for  
psychoactive effects, while CBD seems to have some anti-inflammatory and  
anxiolytic properties. Cannabis will produce varying effects depending on many  
factors, including its THC-to-CBD ratio, taste and aromatic profile, and method  
of consumption.

The exciting thing about cannabis is that we are still learning so much about  
it, and legalization will really break down some of the historical barriers that have 
previously stopped Canadian scientists from studying it. Hopefully in the coming 
years, we will have a better understanding of this plant and its clinical potential.

 ANDRÉ PICARD  Cannabis is different things to different people – it is a psychoactive 
substance if it has high THC content and more medicinal properties if it has  
high CBD content. There are already about 400,000 users of medical marijuana  
in Canada; recreational cannabis (dried and oils) will be legal and available over- 
the-counter later this year.

 JOSHUA OSTROFF  Steph and André have laid out the science, so let’s talk a bit about 
the culture. I grew up in the lower mainland of BC where weed has always been a 
part of the social fabric. My folks would “roll a number” when I was a kid, and my 
mom used it when she was undergoing chemo. Most of their friends smoked pot, 
too, as did most of my friends. When I worked as a busboy, the employees would 
share a joint before cleanup. When I was a student painter, our clients would tip 
us with, at the risk of dating myself, film canisters full of weed. When I went off  
to school in Ottawa, almost everyone in my dorm would smoke hash. 

Cannabis has always been consumed by a large percentage of Canadians. Some 
have used it to self-medicate for sleep or stress or inflammation. More use it just to 
get stoned and watch movies or go on a hike or hang out at a party. The problem  
with prohibition, and why recreational legalization matters, is because too many 
Canadians have criminal records for consuming or selling a largely harmless plant  
that is both medically helpful and, let’s not forget, pretty fun.

 REJEAN CHIASSON  I was 14 years old when I first tried weed, 20 years ago now. 
Like everyone at that age it definitely had nothing to do with being a “performance 
enhancer”! I smoked a few days ago last. Smoking seems to go in waves for me, I 
can go one or two months without touching it, and then I’ll sometimes smoke every 
other day.

 iRun  Marijuana legalization is coming October 17. 
For starters, what is this stuff and what does it do?

7



 RC  For me, it’s mostly to relax at the end of the day when things get hectic, or  
socially with a friend or two while having a beer.

 SL  Cannabis is used by many different people for a variety of reasons. There seems 
to be a wide spectrum of application from strictly pleasure to strictly medical, with  
a lot of overlap in between, and what works for some people may not work for  
others. Although I’m a marathon runner myself, I haven’t experimented with  
incorporating cannabis into my training routine, so I can’t speak from personal 
experience. But certainly it seems that more and more individuals, including  
athletes, are opening up about using cannabis for purposes that might help to 
support a healthy athletic lifestyle, including mindfulness and meditation, muscle 
recovery, sleep and stress relief.

 AP  I suspect runners will (or already do) use cannabis like beer—as a relaxant  
before and/or after training/races. The difference, of course, is that beer is a way  
to consume carbs, while smoking marijuana is not great for your lungs/breathing.  
I don’t think legalization will change much because pot is readily available now,  
but the experience from US states like Colorado and Washington State suggests  
that edibles are popular with runners.

 iRun  The folks you people all are talking  
to are runners. What could legalization mean  
to practitioners of our sport? Rejean, why don’t  
you start – how does cannabis work for you? 

“...the experience from US states  
like Colorado and Washington State 
suggests that edibles are popular  
with runners.”
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JANUARY 1, 2018
Day the World 

Anti-Doping Agency 
officially removed  
CBD from its list of 
banned substances  

60%
Number of  

Canadians who hide 
their cannabis usage, 

mostly out of “fear  
of being judged”

Across Canada, 
10.7% medicate with 

medical document, 
26.2% medicate 
without medical 
doc, 63.2% use 

recreationally

CBD is an anti-
inflammatory 

compound
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 JO  Cannabidiol, better known by its abbreviation CBD, is the other major  
compound in cannabis. Unlike its more famous cannabinoid cousin THC, it has  
no psychoactive qualities. In other words, CBD does not get you high. But studies 
have shown CBD does have potential medicinal benefits that are making it increas-
ingly popular, including pain relief and anti-inflammatory properties, which are of 
 particular interest to runners, as well as helping with anxiety and epilepsy.   

While some seek out high-CBD cannabis strains that also include THC, many 
prefer CBD oil that’s been extracted from these strains. Until the Cannabis Act 
passes allowing recreational use, CBD oil is legal in Canada only for medical  
users with prescriptions. Anecdotally, Lift & Co reviewers speak highly of CBD 
oil’s various therapeutic effects.

Scientific cannabis research is still relatively recent, but the World Health  
Organization is actually meeting this week in Geneva to discuss medicinal  
cannabis and may call for the removal of CBD from the controlled substances  
schedule. (Technically, CBD is not banned, but it effectively is because the UN  
currently bans all cannabis extracts.)

 SL  What JO said! 

 iRun  And Josh, lots of interest from 
our readers has been expressed about 
CBD oils and non-THC containing 
products that might help with  
inflammation and replace Ibuprofen. 
Can you take us up to speed on what 
CBD oil is, where it comes from  
and what its (potential) benefits are?

 JO  Runners should be aware that while 
smoking cannabis may be the best-known 
consumption method, it is not the only 
one—and is the least appropriate for runners. 
Vaping heats up cannabis flower below the 
burning point, so the vapour produced con-
tains THC and CBD, but is considered less 
harmful than smoke would be. Oils will be 
available when the Cannabis Act passes, and 
within a year edibles will also become legal. 
The widespread advice in the cannabis com-
munity is “start low and go slow.” So think 
of cannabis as a marathon, not a sprint, and 
make sure to pace yourself and slowly work up 
to an amount that you feel comfortable with.

 AP  I’ve been a long-time proponent of 
legalization — of cannabis, and other drugs 
— because the greatest harm to people comes 
from criminalization, not consumption. For 
the most part, people consume drugs because 
it’s fun, sociable and disinhibiting. Doing so 
in moderation and responsibly (don’t drive 
or operate heavy equipment drunk or stoned, 
for example) has little negative impact on 
your health. Runners are a health-conscious 
group; they train hard and run hard. Relaxing 
and unwinding is part of a healthy lifestyle, 
so the occasional glass of wine or joint—if 
that’s what you enjoy—should be consumed 
without a side order of guilt.

 iRun  A lot of our readers (at least,  
I think) may be coming to marijuana 
after legalization for the first time, 
or at least maybe their first time 
since college. An expert at CAMH 
told us that “the potential adverse 
effects of cannabis are  
probably not as much as we have  
for tobacco or alcohol.” What 
words of wisdom could you give  
to runners—the readers of iRun?

CBD does have potential medicinal 
benefits including pain relief and  
anti-inflammatory properties, which 
are of particular interest to runners.”

“
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The occasional glass of wine or joint 
—if that’s what you enjoy—should  
be consumed without a side order  
of guilt.”

“
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 RC  One of the first things will depend on what WADA’s [World Doping Agency] 
stance will be on the issue. I believe they lately have allowed a certain amount of 
THC in the system outside of competition but I don’t know if they plan on legalizing 
it completely or not. If they do, I actually don’t think it will change much in the sport 
of running.  

I have mixed feeling about it in relation to the competitive side of running. 
Even if I smoke myself, like beer, I don’t believe it to be healthy in the basic general 
sense. What I mean by this is starting with the easy negative point about smoking 
for runners if inhaling smoke. Then, there is no conclusive research (that I know 
of) studying the effect of cannabis on sleep. Again, like alcohol, a lot of us claim it 
helps us to fall asleep, but it is unclear if like alcohol cannabis disrupts REM sleep 
or not. Also comes the issue of having other chemicals in cannabis. The govern-
ment will possibly regulate this...but look at what they have done to our food (a 
whole different issue!) 

So when thinking of cannabis and performance those two negative points are 
where everyone should start their “debate.” Everyone smokes for different reasons 
and reacts to it differently so basically I feel you have to debate if these negative 
points outweigh whatever reason you smoke. If you suffer from extreme anxiety 
and have a hard time functioning on race day or during a workout then the positive 
probably outweighs the negative. But if you smoke every night to help you relax 
from your work day, then I feel like looking for another solution could be better.

This is where CBD oil could be interesting. I haven’t experimented with it yet 
so can’t speak much about it, but it could possibly be a great way to help out with 
inflammation which is a huge factor for runners and possibly not have as many of 
the negative factors that smoking have.

 iRun  What do you think legalization will mean to running? 
Rejean, do you know other runners who smoke and do you 
think cannabis could ever enjoy the cozy relationship with 
our sport that, say, craft beer has? 

The runner’s high, 
created by a release 
of endorphins in the 

brain due to strenuous 
exercise, is not at all 

connected to THC 

2019 
Year recreational 

cannabis can 
outpace medical 
cannabis, in terms  
of marketplace size 

60 TO 65
Age of consumers 

most likely to  
generate new users
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Tim Hortons has been the choice  
of Canadian runners for decades.  

We thought it was time to make it official. 

Introducing 

Race Rewards!
Tim Hortons is teaming up with Sportstats  

to celebrate your milestones with iRun!

To learn about the Tim Hortons Sportstats Hall of Fame, visit iRun.ca.

Earn Rewards! 
Complete three Sportstats races, receive a stainless steel Tim Hortons  

tumbler and $10 TimCard. Complete five, receive two Tim Hortons mugs, 
your choice of either a box of K-cups or a 12 oz. bag of Tim Hortons  
ground coffee and another $20 TimCard. If you complete 10 races,  

you enter the Tim Hortons Sportstats Hall of Fame, are profiled in iRun  
and Sportstats, and join an elite club receiving discounts, prizes and  
first looks at each new issue of iRun before they’re sent to subscribers  

or land at your favourite running shop.



 RJ  I’m in a good position working for myself not needing to depend on any 
brands or endorsements. Of course these are always great if they happen, but  
if a company/individual doesn’t want to work with me because they can’t educate 
themselves properly about the subject, then I don’t want to work for them. I 
don’t believe anyone who drinks alcohol or takes medication has the right to 
judge anyone who smokes, if you do, again, you’re uneducated and I don’t  
want to work for you. 

My job really only comes down to me being a great coach and making  
my runners faster while enjoying the sport. If I do that I’ll be successful 
—no matter what some think of me smoking. 

My job really only comes down to  
me being a great coach and making  
my runners faster while enjoying  
the sport. If I do that I’ll be successful 
—no matter what some think of  
me smoking.” 

“
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 iRun  Rejean, you have a big 
name in our sport, and endorse-
ments, and coach lots of runners, 
and always cheer at events, when 
you’re not racing the fastest  
runners in the country or pacing 
them, like you did Rachel Hannah,  
and others. Why come forward  
and say that you smoke marijuana,  
and put yourself on the line?

2025 
Year the State of 
Modern Cannabis 

Culture anticipates 
legal cannabis will be 
a $7 billion industry

The Cannabis Act, 
passed by the Senate 

June 7, 2018, which will 
make Canada the first 

G7 country to  
legalize marijuana

BILL  
C-45

EDITOR’S NOTE: 
This is neither an 
endorsement nor 
an indictment of 
cannabis, CBD or 

medicinal marijuana. 
In all instances, like 
alcohol and tobacco, 

cannabis should 
always be kept far 
away from children 

and minors and never 
should be imbibed 
before operating a 

motor vehicle. Before 
using—if using—consult 

your physician. 

Highest recreational 
use is Montreal and 

Quebec City at  
over 80% while in 

Calgary and Edmonton 
half use cannabis for 

medical purposes



Vancouver

Calgary
Saskatoon

Edmonton

Victoria

Nanaimo

Grand Prairie

Canmore

#MyRunShop
Frontrunners: Nanaimo, BC, Victoria, BC; Forerunners: Vancouver, BC;  

Walk, Run & More: Grand Prairie, AB; Strides Running: Canmore, AB, Calgary, AB;  
The Tech Shop: Calgary, AB, Edmonton, AB; Brainsport: SKtoon, SK; Runner’s Choice: London, ON, 

Waterloo, ON; Blacktoe Running: Toronto, ON; Running Free: Orangeville, ON, Barrie, ON,  
Newmarket, ON, Markham, ON, Ajax, ON; Runners Edge: St. Catharines, ON; Bushtukah: Stittsville, ON, 

Ottawa, ON; La Foulee Sportive: Gatineau, QC; Boutique Courir: Montreal, QC;  
Boutique Endurance: Montreal, QC; La Coureur Nordique: Ville De Québec, QC

SUPPORT
THE 

LOCAL
RUN 

SHOP
ON

YOUR
CORNER

https://www.saucony.com/CA/en_CA/home


Toronto
Markham

NewmarketBarrie
Orangeville

Ajax

St. Catharines

Waterloo

London

Ottawa

Gatineau

Stittsville

Quebec City

Montreal

T
here’s nothing like a run shop—especially in how they 
serve their customers, who become friends and, in 
many ways, family. You can see it at the races, when all 
of the run clubs come together wearing their store’s 

logos on their shirts as they strive for a new personal best. 
“Many individuals begin their fitness journey with the sport 
at their local run shop — it’s where the excitement builds,” 
says Linda Quinteros, marketing manager of Saucony, whose 
brand is launching the national #MyRunShop initiative. “The 
run specialty shop strives to make a difference within the com-
munity, they treat each individual as one of their own.”

Families are invited all summer through the doors of their 
local run shop, where there will be a rotating cast of Saucony 
tech experts giving free shoe fittings, along with giveaways and 
other incentives, to bring runners, new and old, through the 
doors. Runners are encouraged to photograph and proclaim 
their love for their shop on social media with #MyRunShop 
for a chance to win cool prizes from Saucony, and profiles of 
Canadian shops will appear on Saucony.ca and iRun.ca. “Run 
specialty is of the utmost importance to Saucony, as a brand,” 
says Quinteros, whose company is the official shoe sponsor 
of the popular Canada Running Series events with Lulule-
mon in Toronto and Edmonton, the later of which is happen-
ing July 22. “Strong connections are built within the local run 
shop, sharing a few kilometres as well as a few tears. It’s time 
we bring attention to this initiative, and share their stories. Not 
only do they support new and old runners alike, but also for the 
remainder of the communities that they call home. Saucony 
wanted to show the rest of the country what they already know 
and what continues to make these stores one-of-a-kind.”

Saucony introduces #MyRunShop

https://www.saucony.com/CA/en_CA/home


FOR FULL DETAILS VISIT

SEPTEMBER 30TH

SEPTEMBER 13TH

OCTOBER 27TH

20
18

JUNE 16TH

SEPTEMBER 8TH

THANK YOU  
TO ALL RUNNERS & VOLUNTEERS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE  

2018 SCOTIABANK CALGARY MARATHON

http://www.calgarymarathon.com/
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TO ALL RUNNERS & VOLUNTEERS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE  

2018 SCOTIABANK CALGARY MARATHON

Out of the more than 33,000 people 
who participated in the many events at 

Ottawa Race Weekend, I was the very last 
one to start running.

I began the marathon at 10:00 a.m., 
three hours after the official start time. 
There was a logistical reason: I was part of 
the television coverage of the marathon, 
so I was on the air when the other runners 
started the race. But I was also trying to 
make a point.

I crossed the finish line about six hours 
and forty minutes after the race began. 
But if you look up my time on Sportstats, 
you’ll see 3:39:50. That’s because in mara-
thons, you aren’t punished if you start far 
behind the rest of the runners. Your timing 
chip levels the playing field.

As I recently pointed out in a TEDx 
talk, life doesn’t work that way. Many 
people begin at the back of the pack and 
never have a chance to catch up. And who 
starts at the back mostly comes down to 
simple luck. Where were you born? What 
circumstances were you born into? What 
colour is your skin? What is your gender?

As I tried to illustrate with my mara-
thon, life is a lot harder at the back of the 
pack. When I ran in Ottawa, the course 
was mostly empty. It was eerie at times, 
like running through an abandoned 
town. Many of the water stations had al-
ready closed and a lot of the spectators 
had gone home.

I have to admit, though, that the experi-
ence wasn’t as lonely as I expected. Instead 
of facing extra obstacles, I had extra help. 

A few people who knew about my plans 
showed up to support me. Two friends 
rode bikes alongside me. It turned out to be 
a great day.

My run didn’t end up being a suitable 
metaphor for the disadvantages that arise 
from systemic bias and inequality because 
it was me, with all of my good fortune, 
who was doing it. In other words, I’m so 
lucky that even when I’m trying to simu-
late misfortune, the world turns it into a 
wonderful experience for me. I can’t have a 
lonely, tough run even when I explicitly set 
out to do so. Which proves another point: 
when you’re ahead in life, your advantage 
doesn’t remain constant. It gets reinforced 
and expanded, sometimes exponentially, 
because you get all the benefits of being 
ahead, including the connections to all 
the other lucky people who share the road 
with you. The luckier you are, the easier it 
is to get more luck.

And we should all remember how 
lucky we are to be running in the first 
place. You have to live in a certain time and 
place to train for a marathon. Probably 
99% of human beings who have ever lived 
found life so exhausting they would never 

think of going to the gym or going for a 
run to burn off some extra calories.

One of my favourite things about run-
ning is that it’s not a zero-sum game. Ev-
eryone can accomplish their goals on the 
same day. Just imagine if the world worked 
the same way, if all of us had a chance to be 
successful at the same time. Think of how 
much more progress we could achieve as 
a society if no one was held back by men-
tal illness, by institutional barriers, by in-
equality and bias and by all the other limi-
tations that exist in our world.

Running has taught me how lucky I 
am. After the marathon, I’m more deter-
mined than ever to fight for a world in 
which everyone starts life the way we all 
start races: with the same opportunity to 
be successful.

WHY I RUN
MARK SUTCLIFFE, COLUMNIST

SPONSORED BY

What an experiment in privilege 
at the Ottawa Race Weekend 

teaches us about life

AHEAD 
BY A

CENTURY

DOWNLOAD the iRun Podcasts: iRun.ca
LISTEN to him on 1310 News and Rogers TV Ottawa
FOLLOW him on Twitter: @_marksutcliffe
SEE excerpts of his book: LongRoadtoBoston.com

Mark Sutcliffe is the founder  
of iRun and the author of  
Long Road to Boston:  
The Pursuit of the World’s 
Most Coveted Marathon.
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STREET FIGHTER: Mark Sutcliffe at the 2018 Ottawa Marathon, three hours after everyone else began their race.
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TITLE 
SPONSOR

THE COLOURS ON THIS LOGO ARE CMYK

MAJOR
SPONSORS

MEDIA
SPONSORS

Register at rbcraceforthekids.com/ottawa

THE COLOURS ON THIS LOGO ARE CMYK

THE COLOURS ON THIS LOGO ARE CMYK

THE COLOURS ON THIS LOGO ARE CMYK

Sunday,
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‘Running my first NYRR New York Mini 
10K will be an opportunity to celebrate 

women in sport. Doing so with the two women 
with whom I shared a podium at the 2018 Bos-
ton Marathon makes it that much more special. 
Placing third was more than I could ever imag-
ine. At any age, stage or size, we can be active, feel 
great and show all women that anything is pos-
sible.” That’s what I said preparing for the 2018 
New York Road Runners New York Mini 10K, 
the world’s original womens-only road race. 

Guess what? These words held true for one 
of the most fun race weekends I’ve ever expe-
rienced in sixteen years of racing. Not only did 
I get to reunite with Des Linden and Sarah 
Sellers on the paths of Central Park, but I also 
got to spend a weekend full of quality time 
with my sister.

It started with a Q&A event moderated by 
ESPN’s Jen Lada. The room was with filled with 
a few hundred women, many of whom would be 
joining us on the start line two days later. Des, 
Sarah and I had different backgrounds from 
which to draw on in answering some of the ques-
tions. But the similarity between everyone in the 
room was our passion for running and support-
ing others—notably women. Des explained her 
pinned Tweet: “Some days it just flows and I feel 
like I’m born to do this, other days it feels like 
I’m trudging through hell. Every day I make the 
choice to show up and see what I’ve got, and to 
try and be better. My advice: keep showing up.” 

Sarah impressed the crowd when speaking 
about her routine of running at 4:30 a.m. She 
was honest about being overwhelmed after her 
runner-up Boston placement. And I amused 
the crowd in addressing the parenting jug-
gling question with, “If my kids can operate 
an iPod, they can operate a washing machine.” 
I explained that I’ve had to learn to say no, re-
signing myself to the fact that I can not and 
will not do everything. We united as women, 
with women laughing and head-nodding as we 
shared our stories.  

The next evening, my sister Janna arrived. 
It was the first time we’d ever been away to-
gether, just the two of us—with our husbands 
and six kids at home. We are the fourth and fifth 
and only two girls of six children, and only 19 
months apart in age. We’re close. It was about 
time we had some “just us” time. It was her first 
time to New York City, and my second, so we 
planned to pack in as much as we could in two 
days. Although she would rather call herself a 
“jogger,” she did amazing and toed the line to 
run the 10K with more than 8,300 other women. 

Total finishers at the event totalled more than 
200,000 since its inception in 1972. Incred-
ible. And it included the first-ever professional 
wheelchair division. I was happy enough with 
my 35:50 on the undulating course that felt 
more difficult than my Boston Marathon, less 
than eight weeks earlier. And Janna was pleased 
that she finished her first-ever road race, coming 
in at 1,978 out of 8,367 in a time of 56:24. I have 
yet to ask her if she has the itch to race again. I’m 
sure she does.  

The rest of our women’s weekend included 
viewing various movie and Seinfeld scenes, 
more delicious food and drink, souvenir pur-
chasing, and watching the Puerto Rican Day 
Parade and set-up for the Tony Awards. On Sat-
urday alone, Janna’s watch had us at over 40,000 
steps. A slice of Ray’s pizza and some cold soda 
pop, another shower, and changing into our 
pyjamas had us feeling renewed and refreshed 
while happily fatigued with smiles on our faces. 

Looking back, our weekend will be tough to 
beat. I had fun with incredible women. We cele-
brated while feeling empowered along the paths 
of Central Park. And we drew upon each others’ 
similarities and differences, showing ourselves 
what can be done.

Krista DuChene holds the second all-time fastest  
Canadian female marathon time. An Olympian,  
she was the overall third place female finisher at the 
Boston Marathon. Her website is KristaDuchene.com 

MARATHON MOM
KRISTA DUCHENE, COLUMNIST

NEW YORK STATE OF MIND: Janna and Krista, bathing in the 
joy of their post-race; left, DuChene racing her way to 35:50, 
a fast time with Boston still in her legs. 

SISTERS 
ARE DOIN’ 
IT FOR 
THEMSELVES
How a 10K gave Krista 
and her sister their first 
weekend alone together 
without the kids
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In an unmarked greenhouse along the Hamilton farmland lies Be-
leave, a state-of-the-art facility at the centre of Canada’s thriving 

medical marijuana industry. This is where extraction chemist Thanusi 
Thavarajah, 31, trains for her half marathon. “I want to see how far I 
can push my limits,” says Thavarajah, a classical dancer since the age 
of five who ran track up until high school and is working her way back 
into running. “I’ve always liked running and I want to encourage other 
people in our industry to start, to train and to be active. I think running 
can be a good motivation to succeed in life.” 

Life has certainly been busy for the Beleave team, a company valued 
at $75 million that’s known for mixing traditional growing techniques 
with up-to-the-minute science to create clean, consistent medicinal 
cannabis products. The company is publicly traded on the Canadian 
Securities Exchange. “I’m proud of the organization we’ve built. Every 
action is tracked and recorded, and before anything leaves the Beleave 
facility we ensure that there’s no bacteria, no mold, no pesticides or 
heavy metals,” says Roger Ferreira, the chief science officer at Beleave, 

who holds a PhD in neuroimmunology. “Our industry is nascent and 
under the microscope, which is a good thing. If your product isn’t con-
sistent, accountable and third-party lab tested, you shouldn’t be selling 
medical marijuana. We stake our name on our product, it’s everything.” 

Everything with marijuana is changing. Medicinal marijuana 
has been legal in Canada since 2001, then the industry skyrocketed 
when Justin Trudeau made marijuana legalization part of his 2012 
campaign platform. Today, insurance companies provide coverage on 
marijuana for veterans—it’s well documented to help PTSD—and 
that may be just the tip of the iceberg. Sun Life insurance already cov-
ers up to $6,000 of marijuana coverage for its patients per year. 

At Beleave, patients need medical referrals to receive their prod-
uct. (Referrals can come from GPs.) Diseases and symptoms for 
which cannabis is proven to help include cancer, multiple sclerosis 
(MS), rheumatoid arthritis, HIV/AIDS, anxiety, trouble sleeping and 
easing the burden of patients in palliative care. “It’s well proven that 
the cannabis plant has many medicinal benefits, and I think we’re past 

Beleave is at 
the forefront  
of Medical  
Marijuana  
Research and 
Production 
What the world is learning about 
cannabis and how one young 
woman is using this knowledge to 
train for her first half marathon

A D V E R T O R I A L

https://beleave.com/


having to tell that to Canadians now,” Ferreira says. “Since we have 
so many doctors and scientists and medical professionals working not 
only with us but within the whole industry, I think we’re just begin-
ning to see all that medical marijuana can do.” 

For Thanusi Thavarajah, who handles the plants and extracts the 
beneficial ingredients—things like cannabidiol, or CBD—it’s a logi-
cal step for people in cannabis to be concerned about their health and 
wellness. “Growing up, I wanted to be a doctor, and instead I ended 
up going into a laboratory, but the same things still interest me and 
that’s helping people,” Thavarajah says, leading iRun on a tour of the 
Beleave facility, where she plans on training for the Scotiabank To-
ronto Waterfront half marathon in October. “I feel like ten years from 
now you’ll be taking cannabis instead of Tylenol for headaches and it’s 
exciting to be on the front lines.” 

As part of Beleave’s front-line explorations in medical cannabis, 
Thavarajah will be keeping a journal of both her training and her 
explorations in science and the ever-changing world of marijuana. 

She’s going to run 15K at Shakespeare Runs the Night on August 25 
and afterwards Beleave is hosting an informational session at a pub 
in the Beaches. Runners will have a chance to consult a doctor and 
there will be researchers and scientists on hand to answer questions. 
Thavarajah says that medicinal cannabis may not be for everybody, 
but that everybody, whether they’re runners or not, should have the 
best possible access to information. 

“Doing what I do, I understand that there’s all sorts of stigmas and 
though that’s changing, a stigma is still something that’s harmful be-
cause it gets in the way of facts,” she says. “What I want to do on my 
half marathon journey is defy wrongful stereotypes, meet lots of run-
ners, teach people about medicinal cannabis, help as many people as I 
can, enjoy my training, have a great time and—like the rest of you—
rock my run.”

For more information on Beleave and Beleave products or to find out how to 
register, see Beleave.com.

FLOWER POWER: Thanusi Thavarajah, a chemist at Beleave, is training for her first half 
marathon, knocking stereotypes on their head.
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From the outside, it wasn’t clear what Nike 
was selling. There was a line around the 
block, an unmarked building in downtown 

Toronto, with the words “the Dispensary” set 
aglow in lights. It was ominous, because the 
day was 4.20, the numeric calling card of weed. 
We saw the Nike swoosh, heard rumblings 
of the “Runner’s High,” and walked into the 
Richmond Street demo space prepared for the 
unknown. Cannabis has become all the rage in 
Canada, with legalization producing million-
aires and laws changing everyday. Was Nike 
introducing a new accessory? 

“We thought about creating a spot that was 
topical and might make running accessible—
for new runners, it can be intimidating to say, 
‘I run’ explains Claire Rankine, the Nike com-
munications director for Canada and the US 
midwest. “What was amazing about the whole 

experience was meeting so many new runners, 
and more experienced runners, and discover-
ing how people incorporate running into their 
lifestyle—whatever that lifestyle is.” 

In the end, not surprisingly, Nike was only 
playing on the cannabis references to launch 
a new pair of sneakers, a point driven home 
by their usage of Bill Nye, the wildly popular 
Science Guy, who spoke about the Runner’s 
High while customers could sample the new 
shoe React. The React, with its bounce and 
cushioning, is a sneaker designed to make al-
most any foot comfortable. It’s slipper meets 
moon boot, and there’s almost like an inher-
ent, invisible roller skate mixed in—the shoes 
make you want to move. 

“When you feel a runner’s high, it’s related 
to dopamine,” explained Nye, who wore his 
trademark bowtie and wit and had the unbri-
dled energy to match every marathoner in the 
room. “It’s not the same thing as a cannabis 
high, because we’re releasing different mol-
ecules in the brain—with the runner’s high, it’s 
phenylethylamine, an organic compound in 
the brain that acts as a natural stimulant and 
regulates mood.”

The runner’s high is the nearly mythic 
sensation a runner achieves on the run, when 
endorphins are released on a strenuous run. 
Some people buy it, some don’t. I certainly feel 
like I’ve achieved a runner’s high, yet it’s not 
something that happens all the time, and you 
can’t call it on demand. It requires the perfect 
set of circumstances, including, but not limited 
to, a well-fitted shoe. 

“We brought the running community 
closer to a non-traditional running commu-
nity and, in the end, we just wanted everyone 
to have fun and for us to “dispense” a mecha-
nism, the React sneaker, to help people achieve 
a runner’s high,” said Rankine, adding that the 
Nike Dispensary, which ran for ten days in To-
ronto, is one of the Portland, Oregon-based 
shoe brand’s biggest launches of the year. “We 
don’t want to be judgmental, we want to in-
spire and motivate and it just made sense given 
everything happening in this country to intro-
duce React with Bill Nye dispensing some fun 
bits of runner’s highs.”

22 2018 ISSUE 04 iRun and race for me, and to make me a better mom to our five children. — Leanne Loney, Amos, Quebec
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GLYCERIN 16 $19999

880V8 $15999

RIDE ISO $15999

INSPIRE 14 $12999 GHOST 11 $15999

GEL-KAYANO 25 $219.9999

TOP SUMMER FOOTWEAR PICKS

Brooks Glycerin 16 $19999

SHOP AT RUNNING ROOM LOCATIONS 
ACROSS CANADA OR AT RUNNINGROOM.COM

https://ca.shop.runningroom.com/promotions/top-summer-footwear-picks.html?utm_source=iRun&utm_medium=Print&utm_campaign=iRunJune&utm_content=iRun
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J
ay Wilgar is an enigma. He’s a star 
of Canada’s cannabis community 
and he came up with the idea for 
his company, Newstrike Resources, 
at the gym. He’s a wine drinker. An 

Ironman. A father of two who’s partnered with 
the Tragically Hip. He’s long been a friend of 
the band. To guess the profession of a man with 
more than thirteen Around the Bay race med-
als, eight Ironmans and fifteen finisher’s medals 
from Burlington’s Chilly Half marathon, you 
might think the 43-year-old was a doctor or 
teacher or someone advocating for health. In a 
way, Wilgar, whose company is valued at $612 
million and makes the recreational brand Up, is 
doing just that. 

As a lifelong athlete and runner, Wilgar 
staunchly believes in the legalization of mari-
juana and that adults should have the right to 
choose, especially given a product that they can 
likely get anyways and has been criminalized in a 
way adversely affecting minorities countrywide. 

The CEO of Newstrike is one of 
Canada’s most powerful weed 
CEOs. He’s also a dedicated 
racer who’s done Around the 
Bay 13 times and completed 19 
marathons, including 8 Ironmans. 
Ben Kaplan cuts through the 
smoke to find answers 

UP, UP AND AWAY!

iRun because we have to fight cancer and rely on each other to do so. — Elysse Savaria, Owen Sound 
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“It’s been widely reported that marijuana is 
no worse for you, if not better than, the currently 
legalized products on the market, like alcohol,” 
says Wilgar. We met on a run on his beloved 
Burlington waterfront, a stone’s throw from his 
house. “I’m an occasional consumer of cannabis 
and I’ve been experimenting with CBD oils, but 
what the plant can do—what we’ve been devel-
oping—we’ll break the stigma and, I think, do a 
lot of good. In fact, it already has.”  

Wilgar’s no stranger to both risk and con-
troversial industries. His previous work in wind 
power was so wrought with emotion that mem-
bers of the OPP used to escort him to high-pow-
ered meetings. Working for himself and engag-
ing in takeovers and IPOs is obviously stressful. 
Since his twenty-fifth birthday, Wilgar’s alleviat-
ed that stress not with marijuana, but with a run. 

“I’ve always liked how it felt. Ever since run-
ning my own business, and now this—where 
the industry’s changing seemingly at light 
speed, it’s nice to find a place to clear my mind,” 
Wilgar says. “You never feel better about any-
thing than after a run.” 

It was on a run that Wilgar decided to leave 
the booming industry of wind energy to get in-
volved with medical marijuana. He was one of 
the early executives who saw the future—a fu-
ture which quickly became the present when 
Justin Trudeau was elected Premier in 2015. 
Wilgar sensed that the country was changing 
and he saw value in a medicine that could be 
harvested from a leaf. The recreational market, 
which will become legal across the country on 
October 17, is estimated to include more than 
four million users. 

“I was one of the first licensed medical mari-
juana producers in Canada and to me, it just 
made sense—why are we restricting something 
that can help people, be grown naturally and can 
improve the lives of Canadians and people all 
over the world?” Wilgar says. “So it made sense 
and seemed logical, but there was a lot of waiting 
and uncertainty—until Trudeau came to power, 
and now everything has been going crazy over 
the last two years. We went from ten employees 
to a hundred and from medical to recreational 
with Up Cannabis and at the very least, what I’ve 
learned after years in this business is that people 
are fascinated with our industry—even if they 
don’t agree, they want to know.” 

That fascination certainly spread over the 
Tragically Hip musicians, who are partners 
with Wilgar at Newstrike and who agreed to 
work with the brand—including Gord Down-
ie, who toured the facility in 2017 and is now 
represented in the deal by his brother Patrick. 
Having Canada’s most recognizable band  

UP, UP AND AWAY!

PHOTOGRAPH BY JONATHAN DEKELiRun because others can’t. Running is a treasured gift. — K. Lomas, Goderich
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associated with the product, and the brand, has 
eased certain prejudices on the entire sector. 
The Hip are more than just a Canadian rock 
band, they’re icons—especially after Gord’s 
iconic farewell tour. 

“The band believes in what we’re doing and 
they’re great spokespeople for not only us, but 
for the entire sector. When [guitarist] Rob Bak-
er makes a video on our social media channels 
about responsible usage, it benefits everyone, 
our users and also users at large,” Wilgar says. 
“The guys know every inch of our country and 
come on—who knows Canadians better than 
the Hip?”     

Cannabis consumption in the running 
world is still a nascent topic and there’s regu-
lations on what cannabis companies can and 
can’t do. As legalization approaches, Wilgar ex-
pects things to continue changing at breakneck 
speed, from the creation of edibles and CBD 
oils, to the infusion of cannabis into beverages 
and smoke-free products like vape pens. For 
Wilgar, all of this excitement leads to opportu-
nities. Opportunities he uses to give back. 

Amanda Power is the Executive Director 
at Unison Benevolent Fund, the music indus-
try charity with which Wilgar and Newstrike 
are proudly partnered and plan to work with 
regarding wellness and health. Power says she 
initially had trepidation of working with a can-
nabis brand. But then the world changed and 
she began to open her mind.  

“Unison Benevolent Fund is committed 
to working with Up Cannabis to increase the 
awareness of the health and wellness benefits 
of medicinal marijuana. The partnership sup-
ports Unison’s health and counselling initia-
tives providing assistance to the Canadian 

music community with increased access to 
medical resources, education about the use of 
cannabis, and a better understanding of how 
to help individuals who require the ongoing 
medical support of medicinal marijuana,” she 
says. “The partnership also allows Unison to 
help individuals who are struggling with addic-
tion, ensuring that support and counselling is 
always available to those who need it.”

Despite a breakneck schedule and end-
less meetings with lawyers and shareholders 
around the clock, Wilgar has never turned 
his back on running. In 2000, he ran his first 
marathon in Ottawa—a distance he was able 
to achieve with the help of his Running Room 
clinic in Burlington. (Indeed, on the day we 
met, Wilgar is wearing Running Room socks.) 
This June, he completed a half Ironman in 
Syracuse and he has an Ironman in Wiscon-
sin on his schedule in September. He says the 
Chilly Half Marathon is his favourite race 
and that he intends to best his Around the Bay 
PB of 2:17:30 this year, for the event’s 125th 
birthday. The world is changing. The laws are 
changing. But in the case of Jay Wilgar, it’s 
comforting to know that one of the leaders of 
the incoming cannabis revolution runs. 

“The big thing that runners should know 
about the cannabis world and what’s coming 
is that there will be regulation, dosage control, 
consistency and choice,” Wilgar says, mention-
ing strands for sleep and anxiety and oils without 
THC for inflammation and pain. “Of course, 
cannabis isn’t for everyone, and it shouldn’t be. 
But at the end of a prohibition that’s been 95 
years, I’m just happy we have the chance—along 
with the Hip and all our partners—to make 
something as good as we possibly can.”  

PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID BASTEDO

THESE DAYS Rudimental.  
Intoxicating beat. Addictive melody. 

GLORIOUS Macklemore.  
I’m a Macklemore fan. Who isn’t? 

DRINK YOU AWAY Justin Timberlake.  
I love the crunchy guitar and JT’s slinky 
vocals. Especially when the beat kicks in. 

AMERICAN WOMAN The Guess Who.  
Essential listening, even after all these years. 

THUNDERSTRUCK AC/DC.   
One of the most propulsive songs from  
a band who writes propulsive songs.

COURAGE The Tragically Hip.   
I like being emotional on my workouts.  
One of my favourite songs of all time. 

GRACE, TOO The Tragically Hip.  
My highlight from those last Hip shows.  
A call to arms for continuing the good fight.

NEW ORLEANS IS SINKING  
The Tragically Hip.   
All-time classic. ‘Nuff said.  

EASY SKANKING Bob Marley.   
It doesn’t have to be hard rock to get  
me going. No one is better than Bob. 

SUMMER OF ‘69 Bryan Adams.   
Canadiana, sue me. That’s my jam. 

THE WAY YOU MOVE OutKast.   
Is there any band that’s more fun than them?

LOSE YOURSELF Eminem.   
The Rocky theme song for our generation. 
Sometimes I rap along as I run. 

GOD’S PLAN Drake.   
The 6 God. Of course I listen to Drake. Loudly.

THE PRETENDER Foo Fighters.  
Dave Grohl is the Man. This song always  
gets me over the hill. 

PRAY FOR ME The Weeknd.  
Probably my favourite of the new Canadian 
singers. The Weeknd is in his own lane. 

I AM THE HIGHWAY Audioslave.   
No one sings like Chris Cornell. This is  
one of his greatest tunes.

Jay Wilgar sits at the intersection between 
cannabis, music and running, thus his taste 
is fairly refined. We asked him to make us a 
killer playlist, and he responded in kind. 

HIGH TIMES: Jay Wilgar 
and Paul Langlois of the 
Tragically Hip, at the Hip’s 
Bathouse Studios event with 
Newstrike earlier this month.
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NINE PLACES  
TO EXPLORE 
CANADIAN  

OFF-ROADING  
From the riverbanks to the mountains to the sandy flat tracks in between,  

readers espouse their favourite Canadian trails with one giant caveat— 
they’re all accessible by public transportation and won’t break the bank
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iRun because I can’t turn back the clock, but I can work with what I’ve got and make it better.—Stephanie Stoyko, Listowell
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TRAILS
GREAT WIDE OPEN

1My favourite trail is the Riverfront Trail in 
Moncton, NB. It meanders along Petico-

diac River (the highest tides in the world help 
create a tidal bore) and it connects to several 
other trails in Moncton, the town of Riverview 
and the city of Dieppe. This is a key transporta-
tion corridor for me since I don’t own a car. 
Charlotte Flewelling

2We love the Silvercreek trail in George-
town! It’s part of the Bruce Trail—it’s 

peaceful, full of natural beauty and challenging. 
I like to run with friends, we can do between 3K 
and 14K, depending on the route we choose. 
Lara Merino

3Every day that I step foot on the Elora 
Cataract Trailway, whether it’s covered 

in snow, ice, mud or beautiful foliage, it’s a mo-
ment of serenity. This portion of the trail starts 
in Elora and heads north into Orangeville 
for approximately 47K and has both single 
and groomed tracks. We are considered to 
be a bit more north and about an hour east of 
Toronto—lucky to be along the Grand River 
as well as Bellwood Lake. Think running at the 
cottage with morning dew or crisp air in the 
evening. Along this course you also regularly 
run past critters. The horses will usually turn 
their heads to acknowledge you or pass you. I 
have also seen beavers, turtles, snakes, foxes, 
deer, rabbits, chipmunks and the yearly hatch-
ings of ducks, geese and many other birds. 
There has even been a black bear and a cougar 
sighting in the most recent years.

Personally, I think the most breathtak-
ing portion of this trail is across Shand Dam. 
Look left and you see Bellwood Lake, filled 
with people fishing and boating. To the right 
you have the Grand River lined with lush trees 
further than the eye can see. The beauty of this 
location takes your breath away and allows you 
to clear any thoughts you may have.

The other positive of this trail is that ev-
eryone is incredibly friendly. People will either 
encourage you (as many runners and cyclists 
utilize this trail) or give you a simple hello, good 
day or nod of the head. Sarah Eve

4We have some great trails at our Chalet 
de la Foret recreative in Val-d’Or, QC. A 

paved bike path leads to the chalet where there 
are 23 kilometres of trails plus one paved 1.6K 
loop in the forest. My favourite trail shoes are 
Altra Superiors! Lonepeaks are my second fav. 
They saved my Pandora 24-hour race in Prevost 
in 2015 when I had a freshly broken toe! Man-
aged 50 kilometres before deciding it would be 
best to stop! I knew I could return home and run 
my home trails again. Leanne Loney

iRun because I find peace in each pace.—Daphne Paszterko, Toronto
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5The Ottawa Mountain Bike Associa-
tion has created stunning single-track 

trails in the March Highlands, right in the 
suburbs of Kanata (Ottawa). The Highlands are 
protected land. The riders welcome runners 
and especially snowshoe runners as the latter 
pack down the trails for the fat bikes in winter. 
As you work your way into the trails (many of 
which are pretty technical), you feel like you are 
in the middle of nowhere. One of my absolute 
favourite places to run and luckily for me only 
2.5K from work. Kristi Raz

6I love the Beltline Trail. Easily accessed 
by the TTC on the east side by Davis-

ville station or on the west side at the Eglinton 
West station. It’s very accessible and gives you 
the peacefulness of trails without the drive to 
get there. Water fountains on route and not 
isolated so I feel very safe running there solo at 
any time during daylight. Melly Ciffo

7I don’t have a lot of information on 
Heart Lake in Brampton. I discovered 

a hole in a fence from a school yard while my 
daughter was at pitching practice, so I ran 5K 
along the trails there while she was practicing. 
Unfortunately her rep hockey schedule in-
terfered too much with the pitching practice, 
so she no longer pitches, so I no longer find 
myself in that area. Between the three kids, 
we juggle six different rep teams (hockey and 
softball) so I run wherever their practices take 
me, though I still find myself thinking about 
Heart Lake. Janice Luke-Smith 

9How do you hide 30+K of single track 
trails in the downtown of Canada’s busi-

est city? So secret that only a few trail runners 
and a handful of mountain bikers are running 
or riding from home when everyone else is 
heading hours out of city?

Hidden in the Don Valley in plain sight is an 
ecosystem that will amaze you: a massive BMX 
Park, an abandoned railway, an archery range 
and a bevy of deer are all there to be found. Last 
week, at the crest of a particularly steep climb, 
a red-tailed hawk came to perch barely five 
feet away from me and we shared a panoramic 
view for ten minutes. My eyes wandered from 
the top of the CN Tower, barely visible in the 
distance, to the gorgeous green canopy below. 
Her sharp eyes were scanning elsewhere. 

Everyone is welcome, with cool, canopied 
options for every runner. Winding trails snake 
around the Ontario Science Centre and the 
Brickworks for an easy scenic run. Dizzying 
switchbacks and fierce trail walls are there for 
those getting ready for an ultra or preparing 
for any of the many trail races in and around 
the GTA. 

The varied character of each of the many 
trails that make up the Don is remarkable. The 
sandy flat tracks that wander the river’s edge, 
twisting gently through sumacs, are home to 
both cardinals and blue jays. More exotic trails 
like Dr. Quads and Motown will challenge the 
bravest trail runner with climb after climb and 
a core workout that sends you home spent—
but stronger. 

For some, the Don Valley trail system can 
be a once a week escape, a change of pace to 
recharge from pounding the pavement. For me, 
it’s a daily adventure, an hour or two of silence 
and solitude conveniently available in my back-
yard in my Toronto. Lawrence Warriner

8The entire Greenbelt that surrounds the 
city of Ottawa is criss-crossed by hun-

dreds of kilometres of trails—through forest, 
farmland and wetlands, and along the Ottawa 
and Rideau Rivers, as well as connecting across 
the city, making Ottawa, quite possibly, the best 
running city in Canada.

Did I mention there are five bridges that 
span the gorgeous Ottawa River, and you can 
do a five-bridges run, zigzagging across the 
river, all on trails, for a 20–25K feast for the 
senses? Charlene Thomas

iRun because I love the feel of my heart racing along with my feet.—Julie Hann, Toronto
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Alex Flint and Anna Cobb dissect summer’s hottest off-roading shoe

A D V E R T O R I A L

Married Couple Take the Summit  
Unknown by New Balance into the Trails

I started trail running after years of road and track running, so I 
ran trails in my road shoes. As I improved on the trails, I need-

ed a more responsive shoe and my first pair of trail shoes was the 
predecessor to the shoes I’m reviewing here. I loved those first 
trail shoes, so the Summit Unknown have stiff competition.

The Summit Unknown have all the best features of those 
shoes from ten years ago, but with the latest tech to make them 
light and breathable. Incredible how New Balance is able to cre-
ate a lightweight shoe that protects your feet. The rockplate 
under the forefoot means you can still have great ground feel, 
without compromising your foot to jagged rocks. 

A 10mm drop is a divergence from the zero-drop I’ve gravi-
tated towards, but I didn’t notice it because the REVlite soles 
are responsive, so the added height is absorbed into my stride. 
The FantomFit upper is breathable—perfect for summer races. 
The sole also has more grip, thanks to their HydroHesion tech-
nology. Summit Unknown hugs the trail ground—over logs 
and bridges. I love the fit; the tongue isn’t loose on top of the 
foot, but instead it’s stretchy and attached at the sides. It’s better 
protection and keeps trail debris out.

These shoes run fairly true to size, though try them on be-
fore buying. New Balance fits a little narrow, so this could affect 
your sizing. 

I’ve also been loving my NB feather-light tanks and the 
Aericore tank is no different. I’ve never had such a flatter-
ing running top and I pair it with the Vented Precision Crop 
tights. Thanks to New Balance, my trail running has improved 
with age.   

SHE SAID BY ANNA COBB

New Balance has a whole new collection of gear to get you 
moving this summer, including their latest trail shoes—the 

Summit Unknown.
Beyond the mysterious name, the Summit Unknown has a 

lot to offer. It starts with an aggressive HydroHesion rubber sole 
with slugs that grip in dirt and on rocks without feeling unstable 
on pavement. The built-in Rock Stop plate that protects feet from 
roots and stones is very useful. I’ve been using the Summit Un-
knowns as my daily trail runners for a couple of weeks, and the 
sole hasn’t let me down—even on rain-soaked trails.

While I usually run in zero-drop shoes (shoes with 0mm of 
drop between the heel and toe cushioning), the Summit Un-
known’s 10mm drop feels light and comfortable. In fact, I didn’t 
even know I was wearing highly-cushioned shoes until I read the 
specs. That said, the drop will help folks who are used to cushion-
ing feel comfortable.

The upper is formed from a single piece of FantomFit fabric, 
with no seams or stitches. I tested the orange and black colour, 
which is bright and fun without being overwhelming. The design 
is (thankfully) fairly minimal when compared to many other run-
ning shoes. The black and green colour combination is even more 
toned down, if you need something you can wear out and about, 
or you’re a ninja and can’t risk being spotted in the dark.

New Balance has a whole line of new shorts, shirts and other 
gear for the summer. The Summit Unknown shoes and Reflective 
Packable jacket are worthwhile companions on the toughest trails 
or even a beginner’s run. The Summit Unknown is my pick for 
trail shoe of the year.

HE SAID BY ALEX FLINT

https://www.newbalance.ca/en_ca/search?q=summit%20unknown&utm_source=iRun&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=NBCA-iRUN-SUMMITUNK
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M
an, the Canadian Mountain Run-
ning championships was such a 
fun race—I think the friendships 
are part of what makes mountain 
running so special.

Mountain running is an international sport 
recognized by the IAAF (International Asso-
ciation of Athletic Federations). The courses 
change every year from uphill (race up the 
mountain) to up/down (race up and then 
down the mountain). Canada hosts a Cana-
dian Mountain Running Championships each 
year and it serves as a qualifier for the NACAC 
Mountain Running Championships and World 
Mountain Running Championships. The 
courses are gruelling and very challenging, but 

the camaraderie, mountain views and fresh air 
make up for the burn one feels during the race. 
This year, the Canadian Mountain Running 
Championships were on an “up-only” course, 
meaning that we started at the base of Kicking 
Horse ski hill and ran to the Eagle’s Eye restau-
rant at the top of the mountain. The restaurant 
is at an elevation of 2,350m (7,700 feet). The 
distance was approximately 10 to 11 kilometres 
with 1,205m of ascent and 135m of descent.

Again, let me tell you—man, this is fun. 
There are many things that make Moun-

tain Running special, but most importantly the 
community surrounding it. I love the people 
that I get to meet at races, and always love catch-
ing up with friends post race. I am not sure how  

others felt, but I felt a sense of camaraderie as 
we all tackled something challenging. We hung 
around at the top of Kicking Horse Mountain 
for a while before heading back down to the bot-
tom for the awards at 1 p.m. That afternoon/
evening, we all went out for drinks and pizza at 
the Whitetooth Brewery in downtown Golden, 
BC. It was a hoot and we had a really good time.  

I signed up for this race as I wanted to get 
into a race that allowed me to focus on the pro-
cess, not the outcome. Everyone’s drive is dif-
ferent and I respect that some are driven by 
outcome, others by process. Canadian Moun-
tain Running Championships provide a really 
great opportunity to focus on the basics—“run 
hard, make it hurt, do the best you can and have PH
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TRAILS
GREAT WIDE OPEN

WHO’S READY 
TO TAKE ON 
CANADIAN 
MOUNTAIN 
RUNNING?
Emily Setlack, one of Canada’s most exciting street racers, 
tells us why she likes to climb mountains and race

iRun because I have to catch my kids. And to support a teammate who battled breast cancer. — Michele Samian, Toronto
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When the summer heat hits, one of the most 
enjoyable ways to keep running is to get off the 
pavement, and onto the trails. But for those of 
us who live in the city, and don’t drive or don’t 
want to drive, just getting to a trailhead can be 
time-consuming and expensive. Thankfully, 
Canadian cities have some secrets, and iRun has 
asked you, the readers, for their favourite spots 
for urban trail running.

Urban trail running is a hybrid of road run-
ning and trail running. You’ll usually have at 
least some paved kilometers to cover, whether 
it’s getting to the trail or along the way. Also, the 
trails you run on are often more heavily used 
than “real” trails, due to the population density.

City trails can take you to wild and inter-
esting places that you wouldn’t otherwise see, 
such as behind a water filtration plant in To-
ronto’s Don Valley trail system, or to Calgary’s 
best view of the airport from Nose Hill Park. 
Getting off the beaten path offers you endless 
opportunities to see your surroundings from a 
new perspective.

When you’re off the beaten path in any city, 
you also need to be aware of your surround-
ings. Whether it’s treacherous footing from 
rocks and hills to unmaintained tracks, or unsa-
voury people who could take advantage of the 
seclusion trails can offer. As always, it’s best to 
stick with a buddy or at least have your phone 
easily accessible.

But other than the rare case, running in 
your city’s parks and paths can offer a supreme-
ly enjoyable and unique experience. If you’re 
looking for a new way to see your home, or you 
want to explore a new place, I highly encourage 
you to check out these urban trails, as curated 
by iRun readers. —Alex Flint

OFF THE 
BEATEN 

PATH FOR 
SALVATION

In a continuing search  
to elevate our running,  

iRun declares the  
Summer of Trails

fun.” I really enjoyed the simple process of 
movement with one goal in mind: push your-
self. No time to chase, no place to go after—just 
move as fast as you can to get up to the top of 
the mountain. One of the things that separates 
(in my opinion) Mountain Racing from Road 
Racing is that you don’t have to push yourself to 
get to the “dark place,” it’s inevitable. It’s all just 
a question of when. 

My “when” was one kilometre into the race 
as I climbed up a very steep section of the course. 
My breathing and heart rate felt like it was 
“through the roof,” similar to how I might feel 
in the final 50m “sprint” (I can’t sprint) of a race. 
Not sure how one paces themselves in a moun-
tain race, it’s going to hurt climbing up a moun-

tain whether I run fast, steady or slow. May as 
well push hard and make it a steady burn! Above 
all things, what I absolutely love most about 
mountain racing is the incredible landscape and 
views; I felt like I was running through a paint-
ing. Although it hurt running up a mountain, it 
was motivating and inspiring to weave my way 
through such breathtaking landscape.

For more information on Canadian Trail & Moun-
tain Racing, please see mountainracing.ca. There are 
events in BC, Alberta and Ontario in July. Emily 
Setlack, cover star of iRun winter edition, recently 
competed in the World Half Marathon Champion-
ships held in Valencia in March. She won the Cana-
dian Half Marathon Championship in 2016.  

iRun because I can and there are those in this world who can’t! — Paul Brown, Southern Ontario
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SUPPORT OUR TROOPS 
AT CANADA ARMY RUN.
Register today for the most inspiring 
race in the country and say “thanks” 
to our men and women in uniform!
5K  |  10K  |  21.1K  |  5K + 10K  |  5K+21.1K #ARMYRUN

http://armyrun.ca


9.23.18
OTTAWA ,  CANADA Presented by

ARMYRUN.CACHALLENGE YOURSELF AT ARMY RUN 2018. REGISTER TODAY.

http://armyrun.ca


ASICS rocks Canada with surprise 
#IMOVEME contest in Toronto! 

You all know who they are—the Running Rockstars who make their communities brighter. They’re happy, fun 
to be with, we feel like if they were in a band they would play the drums. ASICS, as part of their #IMOVEME 
campaign, along with BlackToe Running and iRun magazine, wanted to reward the Running Rockstars in the 
world. First, runners nominated someone they loved. Who would you want to go on a runcation to Barcelona 
with? Who would help another runner in need? Who rocks their runs? Using the hashtag #RunningRockstar and 
#IMOVEME, runners gave us a few lines of what makes their nominees such a Penny Oleksiak or Steve Aoki. The 
prize was a secret, revealed at BlackToe Running and revealed to be Cumulus 20 sneakers and two VIP passes to 
Field Trip, Toronto’s premier festival event. We all know what moves us. Who moves you? Follow ASICSCanada 
and BlackToe Running on social media, sport ASICS Cumulus 20 sneakers, and let’s make our next run LOUD.  

http://www.jecoursqc.com

